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Dear Friend, 

I am delighted that you want to learn more about yourself and what you can do to bring 

more meaning and prosperity into your life. As you are probably aware, purpose aligned 

life is one of the key elements of your internal stability, because your Life Purpose is among 

very few things in life that remain constant throughout your lifetime.  

Together we will explore all that you need to know about your Soul Agenda — your divine 

blueprint that contains your Life Purpose, the gifts that will support you on realizing your 

Purpose, as well as the blocks that you need to overcome in order to experience the best 

life that is meant for you — with meaning and prosperity.  

Regardless of where we are starting — with just one element of your roadmap, or the en-

tire layout of the complexity of you, we need to have good quality hand and finger prints.  

The following pages contain all the information that you need in order to do your hand 

and finger prints at home.  

 

I look forward to reading the story that your hands contain. 

 

Warm regards, 

Ollga  

Dr. Ollga Belova 

ollga@ollgabelova.com  
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Hand and Finger Printing Instructions  

Materials and preparation 

 
1. Print the last two pages of this document. You might want to print extra pages just in case you are not 

able to get good prints right away; having extra pages nearby will save you time and extra steps later. 

2. Fill in all the sections—date, name, email, mobile, etc..  

3. Each page for your prints contains a table in the middle to the right and left on the page. Please leave 

this blank, I need it for my analysis. If your hand prints cover the table, don’t worry about it.  

4. If you do not have access to printing devices,  get water-soluble paint that you can put on your hands 

and wash off easily later. Any color will do.  

5. Get a brush, sponge, or any other similar instrument to get paint onto your hands.  

6. Set up in a place with a flat surface and near a sink; kitchen countertop is a good surface for taking prints.  

 

Using printing devices 

 
1. If you are using printing sheets, peel them apart; the ink is inside. Now, follow the directions below.  

2. If you are using a printing finger-pad, you will need to spread the ink allover your palms, along the length 

of the fingers and fingertips. You might want to use a cosmetic sponge or your own fingers. Just make sure 

you get enough ink to make visible prints. And don’t worry, the ink comes off easily with soap and water. If 

you are having trouble removing the ink, use any vegetable oil with a cotton ball.  

 

Taking prints 
 

1. Staring with the left hand is usually easier. Cover your left palm, fingers and fingertips with ink or paint 

(whichever one use are using) making sure that you get enough paint, but not too much so that it will not 

smudge.  

2. Starting at your wrist, imprint your entire palm and fingers on the page for the left hand. When you get 

your hand onto the paper, make sure that you neither hold the fingers together nor spread them apart 

more than it’s natural for you. The way it all lands is the way we want it on the paper.  

3. Now, let’s do the finger prints. Make sure that your fingertips still have enough paint. Starting with the left 

thumb, put your print into the “Left Thumb” box at the bottom of the page. We want to get “rolled” prints, 

meaning that you will roll your finger or thumbprint from side to side, but only once to avoid smudging. Re-

peat with the rest of the fingers. See example on the next page.  

4. If you are doing it by yourself, wash your left hand and repeat the previous steps for the right hand.  
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Helpful tips: 
 

 Do not rush, take your time. The more careful you are, the faster you will finish, since you will get better 

results and wouldn’t have to redo it. 

 When you are printing the right hand, your fingerprints on the bottom of the page go from left to right. 

However, with the left hand, it the opposite—your left thumb is on the right side of your hand, yet the 

boxes go from left to right for the left hand as well. To avoid confusion, just print the correct fingers into 

the labeled boxes one by one.  

 Take a look at your prints—both the finger and hand prints. Can you see lines and skin patterns on the 

prints? If you cannot see them clearly, I will not see them either. While I do not need to see micro pat-

terns on your fingerprints, just like they do with crime labs, I do need to see your macro pattern—the 

type of your finger print. In a smudged print, it looks like a blob of paint. In a good quality print, you can 

see lines forming a pattern. It is that pattern we are after. The examples below are both clear and that’s 

the quality of the print that we want, yet the “flat” print is missing all the details on the sides, so a set of 

clear rolled prints is our target.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Next Steps: 

 Now that you have your good quality and properly labeled prints, please scan and save them as 

a .jpeg, .png or a PDF file, making sure that you name the file with your name. You do not have access 

to a scanner, please take a picture with your phone and email them to me as an attachment.  

 Email the files to ollga@ollgabelova.com  

 Once I get your prints, we are ready to set the time for your hand reading session.  
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Name:       Date:  

Email:       Mobile:  

Right Thumb Right Index Right Middle Right Ring Right Little  

 

 

 

 

 

    

Right Hand  

R      

L      
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Left Thumb Left Index Left Middle Left Ring Left Little  

 

 

 

 

 

    

Left Hand  
Name:       Date:  

Email:       Mobile:  

R      

L      


